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Chapter 1

-
Introduction: 

‘Remember the Good Old Cause’

The wars and revolutions in Britain between 1637 and 1660 continued to 
impact the lives of the people of the Restoration era. This was especially 

the case in the 1680s when the fault lines that had wrought war and revolu-
tion four decades earlier were cleft open once more by the issue of whether, 
as a Roman Catholic, James, Duke of York, ought to succeed to the throne of 
his brother Charles II. For members of the emerging Tory party, the efforts 
of their Whig counterparts to secure York’s exclusion from the throne were 
dangerously reminiscent of the actions of those who, forty years earlier, over-
threw the Stuarts and the Church of England.1 One common manifestation of 
the Tories’ fears was accusations that old Parliamentarians, as well as a new 
generation of troublemakers, brazenly retained sympathies for their so-called 
‘good old cause’. In her 1678 comedy Sir Patient Fancy, the playwright Aphra 
Behn depicted the title role – based on the London alderman and Puritan Sir 
Patience Ward – as yearning for those ‘better dayes’, or, more specifically, ‘the 
good days of the late Lord Protector [i.e. Oliver Cromwell]’.2 Three years later, 
and echoing Behn’s drama in starker language, the author of one pamphlet 
charged the Whigs, or ‘factious schismatics’, with ‘commending and slyly 
insinuating the good days of the late times [and] the plenty, power, riches, 
and reputation of their dear commonwealth’.3 In a graphic representation of 
these accusations, the 1682 broadside The Whig Rampant incorporated the 
image of a dissenting ‘tub-preacher’ from an earlier work, ascribing to him 
the words ‘remember the good old cause’.4

The sympathies for the ‘old cause’ to which Aphra Behn and others 
alluded have been largely absent from the recent surge of interest in how the 
civil wars and revolutions were remembered in Britain.5 Instead, historians 
have tended to impute rather different attitudes to the men and women who 
lived in the three decades after 1660.6 In these accounts, traumatic memories 
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of civil war and revolution ‘imprisoned’ Britons with fears of a return to 
‘rebellion’ and ‘usurpation’.7 So ingrained were these fears that they are 
taken to have comprised an ideological ‘middle ground’ after the Restoration 
from which those who failed to conform to the narrow political and religious 
settlements of the 1660s were sniped at as the heirs of civil war ‘fanatics’.8 
This account of the Restoration era’s mnemonic landscape – a term that is 
used in this book to refer to the memories and ways of remembering that 
defined British society in this era – has dovetailed with analyses of the crisis 
at the end of Charles II’s reign. In studies of the so-called ‘Exclusion Crisis’, 
the Tories’ evocation of Parliamentarianism and republicanism, such as is 
evident in the writings of Aphra Behn and others, is held to have had greater 
potency than the Whigs’ warnings about the dangers of ‘popery’ and ‘arbitrary 
government’, thus forestalling the efforts of the latter to prevent the Duke of 
York from succeeding to the throne and securing toleration for Dissenters.9 
If anyone was remembering the old cause, it was the Tories, while ‘the[ir] 
opposition … by and large, did not see themselves as the descendants of 
Cromwell or [John] Pym’.10

A willingness to explore the nature and depth of enduring sympathies for 
the old cause is largely confined to literary studies, especially those of the 
era’s celebrated band of authors and poets; John Milton, Andrew Marvell, 
John Bunyan, and Richard Baxter were all active opponents of the Stuarts 
and the established church at various stages between 1640 and 1660. The 
best of these studies have situated such figures, and some others, within 
what they have termed a culture of ‘defeat’.11 And yet not everyone has 
been so willing to identify the continuation of the old cause after 1660, 
drawing attention instead to the transmutation of revolutionary impulses 
into ‘quietism’.12 Whatever their differences, the foci of these investigations 
often converge on the coterie of educated, and thus predominantly elite and 
male, figures whose testimonies have been bequeathed to us by print. Even 
then, owing to the hazard of adopting certain political and religious positions 
publicly after the return of Charles II, enduring sympathies for Parliament 
and the Republic tend to be synonymised by scholars with radical or repub-
lican intentions.13 By extension, the incorporation of these sympathies into 
the historical mainstream is usually identified much later: after the Glorious 
Revolution of 1688–89 when the deposal of James II corresponded with 
an upswing in critical accounts of the Stuart dynasty.14 Finally, and most 
crucially, the individual and social significance of the act of remembering is 
often subordinated to the contentious issue of how, and indeed whether, the 
political and religious trajectories of civil war and revolution endured after 
1660.15

Influenced by theoretical developments in the field of ‘memory studies’, 
historians and literary scholars are now addressing some of these lacunae 
by devoting their attention to the mnemonic and psychological impacts of 
civil war and revolution across Restoration society.16 Most notably, Matthew 
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Neufeld has underscored the tension between remembering and forgetting in 
England during the reigns of the later Stuarts, the latter having been exempli-
fied by the Act of Free and General Pardon, Indemnity, and Oblivion in 1660, 
a precursor to modern programmes of reconciliation that forbade ‘using any 
words tending to revive the Memory of the late Differences’.17 For Neufeld, 
combatants and others who experienced the 1640s and 1650s wished to exor-
cise its spectral presence. Rather than ‘re-fighting the old struggle’, Neufeld 
posits ‘public remembering’ after 1660 as having entailed ‘commending 
and justifying, or contesting and attacking, the Restoration settlements that 
underlay the Anglican confessional state.’18 Prominent in Neufeld’s account 
is a hostile version of Parliamentarianism and republicanism that constructed 
‘a legal cordon sanitaire around the puritan impulse’ and ‘vindicated an exclu-
sively Anglican confessional polity’.19 Here, historically minded Whigs are 
viewed as circumspect when seeking to profit from the recent past, warning 
their readers of the pitfalls of returning to the ‘popish’ counsel of the 1630s, 
rather than identifying more positively with those who opposed, resisted, or 
overthrew the Stuarts and established church in the following decades.20

By highlighting the trauma of early modern warfare, and the govern-
ment’s role in sanctioning certain memories of the recent past, these studies 
are critical to how we understand the Restoration. However, it has not been 
within the scope of these works to challenge the prevailing idea that Royalist 
interpretations of the wars and revolutions were not only dominant, but also 
widely held. We may infer, then, that a hostile attitude towards the events of 
the 1640s and 1650s was the inevitable, or even natural, position for people to 
adopt after the Restoration, save, perhaps, for a radical or republican minority 
of elite authors.

The main objectives of this book are to build on the emerging interest in 
the mnemonic landscapes of Restoration Britain by illustrating that they were 
considerably more diverse than is evident in existing studies, that they were 
far from consensual, and that there was social depth to enduring sympathies 
for opposition to and resistance against the Stuarts and Church of England. It 
does so by acknowledging that the printed evidence in which many historians 
have located memories of the civil wars and revolution is, as historians have 
shown, an inaccurate barometer of the full range of opinions about politics 
and religion in the era that followed.21 In Peter Lake’s concise formulation, 
we must acknowledge that ‘hegemony is not monopoly’.22 Furthermore, I 
argue that the hostile version of the civil wars and revolution which char-
acterised the output of the presses after the Restoration must be associated 
with those who were responsible for its regulation from the early 1660s. 
Prominent among these was the redoubtable Sir Roger L’Estrange, whose 
‘anti-fanaticism’ and associated hostility to Parliament and the Republic are 
referred to regularly in the pages that follow.23

Given the illusory effect of print, a survey of the diversity of memories in 
Restoration Britain, one that includes the majority of individuals who were 
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excluded from the traditional ‘political nation’, must incorporate alternative 
forms of communication.24 Inspirational in this, and other, respects is the 
work of Andy Wood, a historian of early modern politics and society who 
has looked beyond print, and especially to oral culture, as a way of engaging 
with plebeian custom and, by extension, the ‘popular’ memories of subaltern 
communities.25 Following Wood’s lead, this book engages carefully with 
sympathies for Parliament and the Republic in England and Wales between 
1660 and 1688, the articulation of which in speech and writing by a broad 
social base was rendered seditious and treasonable, and thus, in many cases, 
made visible, by the Sedition Act of 1661 and pre-existing legislation.26 This 
includes cases that came before assize and quarter sessions courts throughout 
England and Wales, including those that were communicated to secretaries 
of state at Whitehall. Given the reliance of this study on evidence of seditious 
and treasonable speech, its scope is confined to the three decades in which 
British governments were preoccupied by sympathies for Parliament and the 
Republic. That, as Paul Kléber Monod has shown, Jacobitism replaced these 
sympathies as the chief menace to William and Mary’s government deems 
the Glorious Revolution of 1688–89 an appropriate limit for this study.27

The legal records and government papers in which alternative opinions 
about the civil wars and revolution reside have proven fecund for historians 
of the Restoration, especially those who are interested in the relationship 
between oral culture and ‘popular’ politics.28 Yet the relationship between 
this evidence and contemporaries’ memories has not received the attention it 
deserves. Chapter 2 begins by tapping such material to expose a reservoir of 
Parliamentarian and republican sympathies in the form of what are referred 
to collectively as ‘seditious memories’ of the civil wars and revolution in 
England and Wales. In doing so, it shows that there were opinions about 
those events that were targeted specifically by the Sedition Act, as well as 
others that were vulnerable to treatment as threats to the safety and security 
of the realms. Chapter 2 also presents a typology of seditious remembering 
that is employed throughout this book. This includes memories that are 
characterised by justification of, identification with, and nostalgia for forms 
of opposition and resistance during the 1640s and 1650s, as well as their 
‘prospection’: that is, the prediction that those events would be re-realised 
at some stage in the future. In each of these cases, the memories of people 
after the Restoration are compared with those to which scholars of memory 
have referred in other chronological and geographical contexts. In doing this, 
I take several opportunities to reflect on how concepts that have been devel-
oped by scholars from a range of disciplines, but especially social psychology, 
may be transposed fruitfully to early modern Britain.

The second role of chapter 2 is to interrogate the issue of how representa-
tive seditious memories were of a more widespread understanding of the 
recent past. Like those of more famous Restoration authors, sympathies 
for Parliament and the Republic in evidence of sedition and treason are 
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usually synonymised with the enduring legacy of popular political and reli-
gious radicalism.29 The most notable advocate of this approach was Richard 
L. Greaves, whose work highlighted dissenting voices during the reigns of 
Charles II and James II.30 In doing so, Greaves attracted criticism from 
historians who have argued that radical and republican communities, insofar 
as they survived the return of monarchy and episcopacy, were small, sparse, 
and disunited.31 Such criticisms are often informed by national war fatigue, 
the scale of popular support for the return of Charles II, and the abject failure 
of any subsequent efforts to depose him or his brother (such as in 1661, 
1663, 1683, and 1685). Chapter 2 takes heed of these revisionist accounts of 
the Restoration by arguing that the threat of seditious memories must be 
understood in relation to the anxieties of those who, having remained loyal to 
Crown and established church before 1660, acquired the authority to police 
such opinions. This is borne out by the fact that the range of opinions about 
the 1640s and 1650s that were actionable as seditious and even treasonable 
after the Restoration do not always correspond with evidence of radical or 
republican intent.

In the absence of an explanation for seditious and treasonable sentiments 
in which they are equated with a popular radical tradition, a trend has emerged 
of treating these opinions as ineffectual and unrepresentative; what one his-
torian has described as the ‘alehouse chatter’ of ‘a disgruntled minority’ and 
even the ‘ordinary anti-authoritarian belligerence of drunk or  disgruntled 
commoners.’32 Elsewhere, the kinds of language to which Greaves and others 
referred has been described as reflecting ‘a tavern culture where imagined 
realities could be played out in varying degrees of intoxication in deep, but 
essentially meaningless, plans.’33 Tim Harris, whose portrayals of popular 
politics and religion in the late seventeenth century are otherwise exceedingly 
rich, has echoed this dismissiveness by labelling seditious and treasonable 
words as the sentiments of ‘a ‘radical fringe’ and, elsewhere, ‘little more than 
the product of the fertile imaginations of unscrupulous informers seeking 
to feed off government paranoia’.34 Few, it is held, were interested in per-
petuating the bloodshed and turmoil of the British civil wars beyond the 
Restoration.

I contend that such evidence deserves to be bestowed with far greater 
significance. The fact that a range of sympathies for Parliament and the 
Republic were vulnerable to being treated as sedition or treason is viewed 
here as a reason to suspect that the available evidence of such sentiment 
is representative of a wider, but necessarily concealed, body of opinion. 
In the words of Melinda Zook, ‘sedition’ was a label that was ‘applied to 
 numerous … seventeenth-century folk’ whose ‘grievances’ extended far 
beyond ‘repudiat[ing] the existing order and legitimat[ing] a new one’.35 This 
portrayal of seditious memories as intersecting a diverse range of political 
and religious opinions is borne out by the extent to which other individuals, 
including those who are often associated with a movement away from the 
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good old cause, secreted away their own sympathies for opposition and resist-
ance before the Restoration in diaries and other ‘personal’ writings. In all 
these respects, the book follows the important claim of the sociologist Zsuzsa 
Gille that ‘lamenting the losses that came with the collapse of [a regime] 
does not imply wishing it back’, and that ‘favorable, because selective, recol-
lections of the old regime can come from the entire length of the traditional 
political spectrum’.36

This analysis leaves us with a question: given that radical and republican 
intent is unlikely to account for more than a small proportion of cases of 
 seditious remembering, what is it that motivated individuals to articulate 
these memories and to risk themselves in the process? The remaining 
 chapters of this book seek an answer, one that avoids dismissing seditious 
and treasonable words as anti-authoritarian or drunken grumbling. It does 
so by deducing what the intentions of the speakers and authors of seditious 
memories were. Necessarily, this involves navigating the assumption of the 
authorities, and some later historians, that the motivation of such language 
was ipso facto seditious or treasonable – that is, intending to undermine 
the authority of Crown and established church. Instead, I suggest that con-
clusions can be drawn about authorial intention from information about the 
immediate context of seditious remembering, as well as how memories were 
conveyed to the authorities: namely, that audiences were usually expected 
to react in a certain way to opinions about Parliament and the Republic. 
Moreover, the full significance of these expectations becomes apparent only 
when we acknowledge their inextricability from structures of political, reli-
gious, and socio-economic authority that were constituted by the attempts 
of those with authority – by and large civil war Royalists – to eradicate the 
‘fanatic’ ideology that had motivated their erstwhile enemies.

In this respect, my approach draws inspiration from the work of Phil 
Withington, who has shown that records of plebeian speech are often expres-
sive of ‘a politics … of social participation involving inclusions, exclusions 
and the construction of boundaries (both visible and invisible to the historical 
eye).’37 It is also underpinned by a conceptualisation of remembering as 
inextricable from authority and identity (i.e. senses of self), factors that are, in 
turn, inextricable from each other.38 Scholars of memory argue that sharing 
experiences of reality (as a form of what sociologists refer to as ‘intersub-
jectivity’)39 plays a critical role in the formation and reproduction of social 
identities.40 Where a society has undergone, or is undergoing, major disunity 
(along, for instance, political or religious lines), interpretations of experiences 
of reality (including memories) that are meaningful to a sizable proportion 
of that society’s members are liable to diverge significantly. Moreover, if that 
society is one in which censorship is regarded as a legitimate tool of authority, 
it follows that the principal media of communication are vulnerable to appro-
priation by dominant interests as means of promoting their interpretations 
of experiences of reality at the expense of others.41 In doing so, these interests 
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effectively control the means through which the identities of the dominated 
are publicly and socially reproduced. The upshot is that we arrive at what the 
historian Berthold Molden has recently described as ‘mnemonic hegemony’, 
a situation in which ‘one particular narrative’ is accepted ‘as a quasi-natural 
universality and delegitimizes alternative forms of reasoning.’42 But the story 
does not end here. Hegemony must be regarded as a process, something 
that is struggled for and, by extension, may act as a source of anxiety for 
dominant forces within a society.43 Studies of remembering have shown 
us that any efforts to promote and demote certain memories are necessar-
ily vulnerable to contestation and subversion.44 Indeed, any discussion of 
‘mnemonic hegemony’ must include also a discussion of what have been 
termed variously ‘counter-memories’, ‘popular memories’, and ‘vernacular 
memories’.45

The remaining chapters of this book unpick the full significance of sedi-
tious memories by thinking of them as counter-memories amid attempts by 
some Royalists to secure mnemonic hegemony. This involves reconfiguring 
how the transition from forgetting (as embodied by the Act of Free and 
General Pardon, Indemnity, and Oblivion) to remembering in the early 1660s 
has been thought about. Whereas historians have seen this transition as a 
natural response to popular anxieties about political and religious ‘fanatics’, 
chapter 3 argues that the Restoration’s politics of memory was characterised 
by the active efforts of ‘hard-line’ Royalists – those who prescribed a purge of 
political and religious dissenters to cure Britain of its ills – to achieve mne-
monic hegemony. This entailed their seizure of the authority to speak for the 
past, culminating in the censorship of Parliamentarians and republicans (as 
is evident in the sedition legislation through which seditious remembering 
becomes visible) and the retrospective censure of their actions during the 
1640s and 1650s.46 Censorship and censure are regarded as having been 
driven by a specifically Royalist impulse to eradicate a ‘fanatic’ ideology, and 
with it certain political and religious identities, through the public and social 
delegitimisation of Parliamentarianism and republicanism. The remainder 
of chapter 3 shows that censorship and censure comprised a major compo-
nent of what Christopher Hill and others have referred to as the ‘experience 
of defeat’ for those who fought for, and otherwise supported, the old cause.47 
This is reflected in the extent to which some of these figures utilised oblivion 
as a legitimate, although largely ineffective, foil to Royalist recrimination by 
re-placing the authority to speak for the past in the hands of Charles II.

Chapter 3 allows us to depict seditious memories as having been, by defini-
tion, illegitimate counter-thrusts to these Royalists’ pursuit of mnemonic 
hegemony. Put differently, they are treated not only as alternative memories, 
but also as counter-memories that are inextricable from, and thus poten-
tially counteractive within, a politics of memory in which they were censored 
and their authors were censured. In this respect, the book draws on Daniel 
Woolf’s acknowledgment that men and women outside the political nation 
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‘were able to hang on to a significant portion of their beliefs about the past’. 
Whereas Woolf’s reference point is ‘mounting antiquarian scepticism and 
the rising tide of printed historical material’,48 the focus of this book is the 
concerted efforts of some Royalists to secure mnemonic hegemony across 
various media.

Subsequent chapters analyse in detail the myriad ways in which counter-
memories could be deployed by people within this politics of memory. They 
do so by investigating the immediate context in which such memories were 
expressed and the forms they took. Chapter 4 focuses on evidence of sedi-
tious remembering in which the speaker or author was conscious of the 
hostility of audiences to Parliamentarian and republican sympathies. This is 
taken to represent how seditious memories served to counteract the censure 
of Royalists by legitimising the decisions to oppose and resist Crown and 
established church publicly. In doing so, the chapter shows that, outside 
an early historiography of the civil wars that, as historians have recently 
shown, was largely Royalist, there was a vibrant debate about the meanings 
of opposition and resistance during the 1640s and 1650s.49 Chapter 5 focuses 
on cases of seditious remembering in which consensus was the expectation 
of the speaker or author. Accordingly, the sharing of seditious memories is 
construed as a means by which attempts by Royalists to prevent the social cir-
culation of favourable interpretations of opposition and resistance between 
former Parliamentarians and republicans was reversed and, consequently, 
identities that were anchored in the events of the civil wars and revolution 
were reproduced. In this way, the chapter shows that seditious memories 
mediated the creation of ‘communities of memory’ that, in turn, acted as 
sources of solidarity amid experiences of Royalist recrimination.50

As well seditious memories that were retrospective in orientation, chap-
ters 4 and 5 consider those that were present oriented and ‘prospective’ (or 
‘restorative’): that is, those that made possible the imagination of alternative 
future realities.51 In the first of these chapters, claims of enduring allegiance 
to Parliament and the Republic are shown to have been accompanied regularly 
by physical and verbal abuse against former Royalists and those in positions 
of authority. This reveals how the Royalists’ pursuit of mnemonic hegemony 
served to perpetuate the divisions between ‘Cavaliers’ and ‘roundheads’, and, 
more intriguingly, that it imbued statements of identification with Parliament 
and the Republic with a potency akin to what scholars of hegemony refer to 
as ‘cultural resistance’.52 Here, the book draws on the work of historians who 
have highlighted how ‘popular’ uses of history could be wielded as critiques 
of contemporary politics.53 Indeed, the chapter concludes by examining how 
seditious memories, especially insofar as they referred to the future of the 
Stuart realms, were deployed as means of intimidating former Royalists 
and those in positions of authority by exploiting the very anxieties that drove 
the Royalists’ pursuit of mnemonic hegemony in the first place. Finally, 
in chapter 5, these prospective memories are used as evidence that, when 
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circulated socially, sympathies for Parliament and the Republic could indeed 
inspire acts of rebellion after the Restoration, and that this continued into 
the reign of James II during the Monmouth Rebellion. Nonetheless, the 
chapter concludes by eschewing a straightforward synonymisation of shared 
prospective memories and radical or republican intent by drawing on studies 
that have highlighted the psychological potency of senses of collective hope.54

The first section of this book is confined to England and Wales, and the 
expression of seditious memories in oral, print, and scribal culture. Moreover, 
that memories and identities were bound up with each other is related to 
the fact that those who did the remembering had actually experienced the 
1640s and 1650s, including as active Parliamentarians and republicans. In 
the second half of this book, I push against these self-imposed boundaries by 
considering alternative ways of articulating sympathies for opposition to, and 
resistance against, Crown and established church and the extent to which 
these sympathies, and seditious remembering more generally, existed in 
other geographical and generational contexts. Chapter 6 uses the methods of 
earlier chapters to explore the existence of equivalent forms of remembering 
in two of the Stuarts’ other realms: namely, Scotland and Ireland. In Scotland, 
sympathies for the rebellion against the Crown and established church in the 
1630s and 1640s are shown to have endured after the Restoration. These are 
identified in evidence of language which, like that in England and Wales, 
was deemed to be ‘unlawful’ by the government, but which incorporates 
additional evidence, such as scaffold speeches, and print and scribal cultures. 
Correspondingly, they are understood as means by which people legitimised 
opposition and resistance during the Scottish revolution, as well as means of 
negotiating, resisting, and subverting authority. The same is held for Ireland, 
where sympathies for the Oliverian conquest can be witnessed in legal 
records and state papers well into the 1680s. It also expands the definition of 
seditious memories to include sentiment that was favourable to the rebellion 
of Roman Catholics in 1641. By examining seditious memories in these two 
nations, the book hopes to draw an understanding of the extent to which the 
mnemonic landscapes of the four kingdoms diverged according to different 
experiences of the 1640s and 1650s, but also converged as result of related 
political and religious cultures.55

The boundaries that the book seeks to expand are not merely geographical. 
Drawing on studies of how memories can be embodied in physical move-
ment, chapter 7 demonstrates that seditious memories were not only spoken 
and written, but also performed within a ritual culture.56 Whereas historians 
have tended to see commemorative culture after the Restoration as defined 
by ‘loyal’ responses to the anniversaries of the regicide on 30 January and 
the Restoration itself on 29 May, this chapter demonstrates, and seeks to 
explain, the existence of ‘mis-commemorative’ activities. Rather than arguing 
that these activities comprised straightforward performances of alternative 
opinions about the regicide and the Restoration, however, I associate this 
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behaviour with a range of dissenting opinions about the Restoration settle-
ments, including opposition to the use of the recent past as a stick with which 
to beat ‘fanatics’. Finally, and drawing on studies of cultural, intergenera-
tional, and post-memory, chapter 8 demonstrates that seditious memories 
were expressed by individuals whose formative political experiences were 
events that occurred after the Restoration in 1660.57 In doing so, it suggests 
that one consequence, and indeed motivation, of the expression of seditious 
memories by those who had supported Parliament and the Republic was to 
convey these meanings to a new generation of British men and women.

Gleaning the significance of seditious memories from their oppositional 
position within the Restoration’s politics of memory increases the danger of 
presenting those views as a homogenous body of opinion. Since the views 
examined in this book are defined by the ‘threat’ that they were held to 
pose to the restored kingdoms by accusers and governors, I refer through-
out to ‘the wars and revolutions’, as well as ‘sympathies’ for ‘Covenants’ or 
‘Parliament’ and the ‘Republic’ or for ‘opposition’ and ‘resistance’ to the 
Stuarts and established church. Nonetheless, I deploy these terms cautiously. 
That they conceal differences of opinion about a range of political, religious, 
and socio-economic objectives, as well as how these were to be achieved, 
is self-evident. So too are the varying degrees with which the ‘Covenanter’, 
‘Parliamentarian’, and ‘republican’ causes were owned by people, and, by 
extension, the propensity of allegiances to shift rapidly and drastically during 
the wars and revolutions.58 In what follows, I interrogate these nuances and 
explore differences of opinion about the significance of Parliamentarianism 
and republicanism among its confessionally and politically diverse propo-
nents. However, I also explore the ways in which former proponents of these 
notably fissiparous movements were able to find common ground after the 
Restoration and how this relates to experiences of censorship and censure.

With these and other claims, a relationship between memory and identity 
is posited in this book that some historians have suggested could not exist 
before the modern era. David Lowenthal has argued that, prior to moder-
nity, ‘lives were conceived not as diachronic continuities but as instances 
of constant, universal principles. Individual identity was fixed, consistent 
and vested wholly in the present.’59 Another has gone as far as suggesting 
that ‘terms such as “national” or “social”, “cultural” or “collective memory” 
remain anachronistic when used to describe the early modern’.60 In contrast 
to these accounts, I draw inspiration from the important recent work of 
Judith Pollman in acknowledging that early modern identities were bound up 
inextricably with the events of the past, both within and beyond the horizon 
of lived experience.61 In doing so, I offer in this book a response to the calls 
of early modern historians to bridge a gap with the field of social psychol-
ogy,62 and hope to answer Ann Hughes’s appeal for seventeenth-century 
British historians ‘to explore the more profound effects of war, revolution 
and regicide on personal and political identities.’63 Finally, and perhaps most 
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importantly, by representing memory, authority, and identity as inextricably 
linked, I hope that this book will also explicate one of the ways in which 
people were able to actively resist, rather than merely ‘negotiate’, the terms of 
their marginalisation after the Restoration in a way that did not necessarily 
involve repeating the strategies of the 1640s and 1650s.
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